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Foreword
The condition of education in our elementary and secondary

schools should be a matter of concern to the graduate community.
The fact is that all measurements of learning by the students
in these stages of their education have revealed alarming evi:
dence of the lack of accomplishments in basic skillsreading,
writing and arithmetic. Furthermore, there is evidence of a
growing disenchantment by students with science and mathe-
rnatics at the secondary level. Surveys confirm that during the
past decade there has been at the junior and senior high school
levels a decline in both the quantity of subject material taken by
students, iind the quality, as reflected by loWer lev61S of achieve:
ment. Unless we change this trend, we will drift toward a scien
tifically and technologically illiterate society. One distinguished
educator has expressed the opinion that unless we improve upon
education at the secondary level, we might as weli forget about
graduate education!

Admittedly the causes for the general decline in education at
the elementary and secondary levels, and particularly science
and mathematics in the high schools, are complex. They include
socio-econlmic factors and cultural conditions as well as nä:
tional attitudes.

Since it is in the graduate school that our teachers and the
teachers of teachers are educated and trained, it was judged
appropriate that we ask the question "Is graduate education
fulfilling its responsibilities to primary and secondary educa-
tion?" Five distinguished educators were invited to address this
question at the 21st annual meeting of the Council of Graduate
Schools in the U.S. Their presentations constitute the sub-
stance of this report.

Michael J. Pelczar, Jr
President

May, 1982



Ernest. L. Boyer

Is Graduate Education Fulfilling
Its Responsibilities to Primary and

Secondary Education?
Opening Remarks by Ernest L. Boyer

It's absolutely clear . that the conditions of schooling in the
United States wia inevitably determine the well-being of the
nation'S intellectual community in the decades just ahead.

On behalf of my colleagueS at the table, I should like to thank
you for inviting us to discuss a topic that in some ways seems a
but misplaced at a meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools.

Indeed; in looking at the title of this session, one might even
ask the prior question: Is there a responSibility on the part of
graduate schools towards secondary education? Until recently,
the condition of public education seemed far removed from the
day-to-day agenda of graduate schools and their administration.
Indeed; even today if we were to ask those in attendance to rank-
order your day-by-day worries, I would be Surprised if secondary
education would even make it on to the paper.

I say this not to be critical. There is, of course, a hierarchy of
concerns in any administration, and we begin our discussion to-
day with the recognition that helping to strengthen, if not save,
secondary schooling in this country is not the primary obligation
of those who direct graduate studies in the nation's
guished universities.

On the other hand, I consider it a matter of statesmanship on the
part of this body that you have devoted a session to reflect a bit on
an issue that quite frankly will impinge on the health and well:
being of us all.

Ju8t a word or two to put the topic in perspective. We have now
approximately 45 million children in the nation's schools. These
Students move along inexorably to what we call higher learning;
and it's absolutely clear, as night follows day; that the conditions
Of schooling in the United States will inevitably determine the
well-being of the nation's intellectual community in the decades
just ahead.
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Second, you can't be alive and breathing in this country with-
out having some sense of concern about the status of schooling in
the United States. Dunng my days in government, I was much
closer to the schooling picture, and I left my federal post concerned,
if not genumelY alarmed, not just by what I thought were the
internal erosions in the schools, but perhaps even more substan-
tial erosions in public confidence.

I suspect that the next few years will be a watershed in the
nation's strategies toward public education; there is an anxiety
and a lack of confidence in schools that seems much more deep-
seated now than at any time in my memory, certainly, and perhaps
in this century...

Somehow we have lost confidence that schooling represents
America's most essential commitment. And added to that/malaise
is a well-formed tactic on the part of many to advocate options to
public education. We may have a dangerous chemistry brewing.
At the very time that our schools seem to be under special stress;
there is a growing body of public support for the notion that we
can, through some yet unclear method; define an adequate option
so that we need no longer provideat public expenseuniversal
and equitable access to education.

If this movement ever takes firm hold, we will be left with a
tragic two-part systemthe one will provide an escape for the
affluent while still tens of millions of young people will move
through a system that ill serves their long-term needs.

One final point concerns a disturbing demographic shift In-
creasing numbers of our young people are black and Hispanic;
white America is aging. And so we have not only a division in age
but also a division of race and culture that could make public
schools battlegrounds rejected by those who historically have
the most affluence.

Only 27 percent of white Americans are 18 years of age or
younger; while 40 percent of Hispanics and a third or more of all
black Americans are 18 years of age or younger. To reject this
large majority of our urban young people as a matter of public
policy is to bankrupt the future of the country.-

I say'all of 01:a to say that as academic aders, graduate school
deans, Americans who care about the country the agenda item
this afternoon is most worthy of our investigation.

I now turn to our four panelists who come to us with distinction
and broad perspective. Pat Graham will be followed by Jim
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Patricia Albjerg Graham

Rutherford, to be followed by Dean Corrigan, to be followed by
Greg Anrig.

Comment: Patrzeta Albjerg Graham

What professor of law at your university would encourage her
capable son to become a high school teacher? What profesSor
of business in your university would encourage his talented
daughter to exer,?ise her managerial skills as a high school prin.
ci,oal? . . . Until th-,se of us in the university consider teaching
and administrntiort in elementary and secondary schools as
important and as challenging as the other fields which we assist
our students and graduates:to enter and pursue, we will be bereft
of talent in those vital institutions, and we will have ourselves
t , blame.

Is graduate education fulfilling its responsibility to primary
and secondary education? My answer is unequivocal no.

In many ways, however, that answer, however firm, fair, or
accurate, is neither informative nor significant, because were I
asked if graduate education is a principal cause of the difti,^ultieS
in which primary and secondary education now find themSelveS,
I would answer that query with the same unequivocal no

The origin of the problems facing primary and secondary edu-
cation in this country today does not lie principally with the in-
adequacies of the graduate schools, either those specializing in
education or those in the liberal arts or other professional fields.
Rather; the fundamental cause of the problem facing primary
and secondary education, but particularly secondary education,
lies with the uncertainty of purpose of these institutions.
Simply put, they are not sure what is expected of them. What are
they supposed to be doing besides keeping youth off the streets
and out of the work force? Neither of those objectives do they
accomplish with great success; youngsters stroll through
neighborhoods during school hours, and serve hamburgers at
the local McDonald's in most American communities.
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Many elementary and secondary school personnel are unclear
about what their other obligations to these children are, and
they are not aided in their dilemma by the conflicting guidelines
they receive from local school boards, pressure groups, state
and federal authorities, and a vocal populace who criticize
their efforts.

Nearly everyone would agree that elementary schools have
an obligation to provide instruction in what we now call the basic
skills, and nearly everyone believes that all children, within a
broad definition of normality, can learn to read, write, add and
subtract. Furthermore;' there is considerable evidence that chil-
dren in elementary schobls today, especially in the primary
grades, are doing exactly that. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress reports continuing gains for nine-year-
olds in reading since 1967: There is a wealth of other evidence.to
suggest that our primary school-aged children today are prob-
ably doing better than children at that age ever have in terms
of learning in schools.

A large number of city school systems, including New York
and Boston, report encouraging test results in reading for their
elementary students. Similarly positive reports for secondary
school pupils' achievements are hard to find on a widespread
basis.

I think that there are a variety of reasons for that. First of all,
what is taught in the secondary schools is a whole lot harder to
learn than what is taught in the elementary schools.

Second, the children in the elementary school do not have long
records of personal failure to overcome as do some in the secondary
schools.

Third, parents have a much more direct and potent influence
on their elementary school children than they do on their some-
times awkward and rebellious adolescents.

Finally, the rigid and departmentalized structure of many
high schools makes more difficult the introduction of and con-
centration on school-wide academic goals.

These concerns, then, of elementary and secondary schools,
but particularly of secondary schools, are significant and do not
originate with the graduate schools. But even if the problem
does not start with the graduate schools, even if they are not the
cause, what responsibilities do the graduate schools have to
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primary and secondary education and are they fulfilling them?
It seems to me that responsibilities seem crucial and, in my

judgment, the graduate schools on the whole, but with some
important exceptions, are' not fulfilling them as well as they
might.

Our first responsibility is to assure excellent preparation of
personnel to staff those institutions both as teachers and
administrators.

Our second is to provide_effegtive instruction for These teacherS
and administrators while they are employed in the schools.

Third, we must support and conduct research that will help to
improve local educational practice.

An i fourth, we must believe in the efficacy of the primary and
secondafy education enterprise and to encourage talented persons
to enter and to remain in that field.

Let me say a word about each of these.
First; we need to assure excellent preparation of personnel to

staff those institutions, both as teachers and administrators.
Such assurance of excellent preparation will not come easily, as
voices around the country from the Secretary of Education T. H.
Bell to disappointed parents and employers regularly reveal:

UniversitieS now admit students with lower thancaverage test
scores to enter elementary and secondary education, as Gary
Sykes has documented in a recent National Institute of Educa=
tion study. Special and powerful curricular additives will be re:
quired if these future educators are to become themselves knowl-
edgeable enough to educate others. Few institutions have taken
this resporsibility seriously. Driven as most of us are by the pres-
sures Of Student credit hours Or FrE, we are reluctant to turn
away students who seek to enroll in our courses. Even more, we
are not likely to discOurage those who do enroll by increasing the
workload beyond that which is customary for the program.

In graduate schools of education, caught as many are by declin:
ihg enrollments and highly tenured faculty; this problem is acute.
Central university administrations, therefore; must address
theSt Particular needs for raising- the academic standards for
teaching, even if that means reducing enrollments, and must
imaginatively seek ways to support a graduate'school of educa-
tion that successfully undertakes such a difficult but necessary
course.
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While realizing the difficulty of citing numbers on nonidentiCal
bases, Gary Sykes has observed that in 1978 the average costper
academic year of instruction in teacher education was $927. That
year the average -national per-pupil expenditure in elementary
and secondary schools was half again as much, $1,400, and the
following year the average expenditure for higher education was
$2,300, which is 21/2 times as much. So you see that the expendi-
ture level in teacher education is almost embarrassingly modest
compared to other instructional costs.

Sevndly, we need to provide effective instruction for the
teachers and administrators now employed in the schools. Grad-
uate schools and elementary and secondary schoolsneed to under-
take more discussions on just what kinds of useful supplenten-
tary instruction the universities can provide teachers and

-'administrators. Gone are the days when extension courses pro-
vided in one ghastly three-hour shot on a Tuesday night in a re-
mote high school classroom will be of any use to anyone for any-
thing other than an incremental salary increase based on the
in-service training in teaching the extension course.

More imaginative use of university facilities and _programs
might involve collaborative offerings of the School. of Education
with other graduate programs, such as public policy, business,
public health, and even liberal arts: Opportunities for the be-
leaguered humanities faculty may exist here. Not only might
teachers be attracted, but teams from the school system, including
persons with responsibility for articulation between elementary
and secondary educationas well as others with more general
responsibility for the school systemmight occasionally come.
We in the university need to consult with our colleagues in the
schools about what they seek from such instruction, and we need
to_honestly evaluate what we have to offer:

Third, we need to support and conduct research that will help
to improve local educational practice. There is considerable evi-
dence that university-based research has actually been helpful
in explaining the ways children learn to read so that more effec-
tive teaching strategies can be designed. That is the good side of
the research-to-improved practice theme. The more common ex-
perience is that university-based research focuses on problems of
interest to the university researcher and uses methodologies
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appropriate to his academic discipline: Often the results of that
research have been of little interest or use to the school personnel
who made their institutions available as testing grounds for the
researcher:

That situation must change, and there isorrie indicatioh that
it is changing. Recently; Stanford President Donald Kennedy
announced that he intended to co-chair, with Dean Myrein Atkin
of Stanford's School of Education; a committee WhoSe goal will
be to establish_ a program 'through which all of Stanford's be-
havioral scientists might use College of Education facilities as
laboratories in which to conduct their investigations. I_ f the group
at Stanford recognizes the Contributidna to be made through this
difficult but essential collaboratiOn between researcher and prac-
titioner, that program might serve as a model for the rest of us
of /IOW universities through research can truly promote improve=
merits in practice.

. Fourth and finally, we need to believe in the efficacy of the ele-
mentary/secondary education enterprise and to encourage tal-
ented persons to enter and to remain in that field. In my view;
this is the most important and most difficult responsibility of
higher education to elementary and secondary education.

Belief in the inferiority of pre-college education and the equiva-
lent inferiority of persons who engage in education beloW the
college leyel is so intense and so widespread among university
personnel, bath in- schools of education and outside, that most
intelligent, Sensible undergraduates and graduate students; sim-
ply avoid employment in thoSe institutions if at all possible: It
has been shOwn, in fact, that the most academically able teachers
are leaving the field in droves.

What professor of Yaw at your university would encourage her
capable son to become a high school teacher? What professor of
businesS in your_University would encourage his talented &thigh=
ter to exercise her managerial skills as a high school OririeiPal?
How many professors of education encourage their most lifted
students to remain in the elementary and secondary schools,

._, rather-than move to the more prestigious and lucrative fields of
corporate-education and edu6tional policy?..

Until those of us in the university consider teachihg and admin-_
C13 istrating in elementary and 'Secondary sChools as important ancc

as challenging as the other fields which we assist our students
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and graduates to enter and pursue, we will be bereft of talent in
those vital institutions, and we will have ourselves to blame.

Comment: F. James Rutherford

Quality standards ought _to be set by the nation's greatest uni-
versities which, generally speaking, are our major research
universities. . . . University faculties and administrators have
simply failed over the years to pay the same kind of attention
and to apply the same level of standards to their schools Of edu-
cation that they do to other parts of their institutions. Some-
times benign neglect turns out to have malignant consequences.

In response to the general question of this symposium on whether
or not graduate universities are fulfilling their responsibilities
towards elementary and secondary education; I would like to
give a general answer: No Not at Now; of course, given a sys-
tem in which the graduate universities are so different from each
other and have such different histories, any generalization is
necessarily wrong in many instances. Some universities at some
times have been concerned about and taken active steps in pro-
moting the quality of pre-college education. But in the aggregate,
I stick by my generalization.

What I mean by this response is not so much that the univer-
sities set ambitious goals related to elementary and secondary
education and then fail to reach them. Rather, I mean to claim
that the universities fail to set appropriate goals for themselves.
For the most part, it seems to me, research universities have had
no more than casual concern for the policies, practices, and con-
itions affecting elementary and seconda:y school teaching:
niversity faculty members complain a great deal about the qual-

ity of pre-college education; but bemoaning the inadequacies of
elementary and secondary education is a far cry from having a
collective and institutional commitment to helping the schools
be better. Given the obvious self-interest that graduate univer-
sities have in the quality of education that occurs at lower levels,
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it is surprising that they would be so standoffish. But they seem
to be, nevertheless.

This lack of concern, this failure to accept major and ongoing
responsibilities for helping to improve elementary and secondary
eduCation, manifests itself in critical ways. Today I would like to
suggest that there are four ways in which the performance of our
universities has been less than stellar. These are: the training of
elementary and secondary school teachers and school adminis-
trators, the conduct of research related to learning and teaching
in the pre-college grades; the promotion of positive attitudes on
the part of future leaders toward elementary and secondary edu-
cation and the conduct of community services related to public
education.

First; about teacher and administrator training. It is the col-
leges and universities of the land that educate and train people
who teach in and operate our schools; The quality of school per-
sonnel therefore depends not only upon state credentialling
laws and regulations, but also upon how well the universities
perform their training function. The record is not impressive.

To be sure, teachers and administrators are produced in liter-
ally hundreds of different institutions, from the very small to the
very largest. One can argue; however, that the quality standards
ought to be set by the nation's greatest universities which, gen-
erally speaking, are our major research universities. It is not that
these institutions should produce the largest volume of teachers
and administrators for our schools, but rather that they should
produce the very best. The quality of their programs in teacher
and administrator education could then set the standard for
other institutions to try to achieve. This is the way things happen,
by way of comparison; in the sciences.

But is this what we find? Clearly not At our major graduate
institutions the schools and colleges and departments of educa-,
tion are inevitably assigned second or third class status: This
does not come about because of venality or by way of some delib-
erate policy, but rather by virtue of neglect. University faculties
and administrators have simply failed over the years to pay the
same kind of attention and to apply the same level of standards
to their schools of education that they do to other parts of their
institutions. Sometimes benign neglect turns out to have malig:
n ant consequences.
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In most university academic departments there are unending
complairas about the training of teachers, the usual charge being
that future high school teachers take mostly lightweight educa-
tion courses and neglect to study the subjects that they will even-
tually teach. The real need, however, is not for putting down
teacher training with such charges (which, incidentally, are
often not even true), but rather for each university to build an en-
terprise that does the kind of job that the entire faculty would re-
gard as first rate. It takes time and it takes an investment of
university resources, but it is achievable.

One final note about the failure of our graduate research uni-
versities to pay attention to elementary and secondary teaching.
During the last five years many of our most prestigious univer-
sities have withdrawn from teacher education. They may still
have a school or college of education but they have turned them
into research centers concerned primarily with psychology, sod-
ology, and educational policy. The work of such research units
can be important in the long run but it is surely not the same
thing as turning some of the attention of the university to the cru-
cial matter of preparing the next generation of teachers and school
administrators. It is as th ough our best schools of engineering
were to turn away from th training of engineers in order to con-
centrate on doing research in physics, chemistry, and engineer-
ingn policy.

The next failure I would like to point to has to do with educa-
tional research. First let me say that I believe considerable pro-
gress has been made in the last decade on this front. Many of our
schools of education at the research universities have strengthened ,
considerably their research capability. As I see it, however, this
research focus has been unnecessarily skewed. The emphasis at
most universities has been rather more on basic psychological and
sociological understanding than on more applied research re-
lated to the conduct of teaching in the schools.

The need for university-based educational R&D is great, since
the schools themselves rarely have research capability. Schools
are such an important part of our society that they ought to con-
stitute a major research domain for our universities. In order to
reach the point where research knowledge can help improve prac-
tice, the universities must, I believe, become better at two things.

14
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The first, as I have already implied, is to make sure that there is
a sufficient investment in applied reSearch, research that can
conceivably pay off in practical ways and be seen to pay off by
teachers and administrators. The second is to train school people
who Will pay attention to research findings and be sophisticated
in applying them. The best universities should be showing us
how to train teachers and school administrators who know their
subjects; who are immensely skilled at teaching and administra-
tion, and who understand the value and applications of research
knowledge.

Universities have human and other resources that are simply
unavailable in even the best school systems . A university
that cares about the quality of elementary and secondary edu-
cation will surely look for ways to share its resources with
the schools.

Turning to the matter of attitudes, we Should first recognize
that our universities, and to an increasing degree our graduate
universities, educate and train our nation's leaders. Indeed,
the strength of the American university comes not alone from
producing research _scientists and scholars but also the citizens
who will go into business, law, politics, education, and every other
aspect of our society. These leaders are, to use Harrison Shull's
marvelous phrase, "the shapers of our laWS, the conveyors of our
news, the managers of our enterprises." What these future leaders
come to believe about elementary and secondary education and
about the people who teach and run the schools is very important.
It is important becat..Se it will influence their behavior in their
own domain of work, which in turn will have a significant impact
on public education.

It would seem that if our universities cared more about the qual-
ity of elementary and secondary education in the country, they
would try to help these graduates have positive and useful atti-
tudeS about the schools. If the universities really regarded high
school teaching, for example, as an appropriate profession for
talented people, then they would make that clear to their stu-
dents. Instead, of course, many of our leading universities tend

15
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to promote just the opposite attitude. Bright students in any field
in the university are quickly made to realize that if they are good
they should not consider a career as an elementary or secondary
school teacher. University faculties consider such jobs to be of a
lesser kind and to be undertaken only if there are not better oppor-
tunities. So while our university faculties may pay lip service to
the value of pre-college education, what they transmit to the stu-
dents is that the system is not important enough to be considered
along with other professions such as medicine, research, law,
engineering, or almost anything else.

Finally, there is the matter of community service in education:
The town-gown problem is one of long standing and is frequently
thought of in terms of the relationship between college students
and a community's permanent residents, or as a question of how
much the university contributes to the city in lieu of taxes. Those
are interesting and important matters to be sure, but the real
question is: what should a university do in order to be a good citi-
zen in its own locality? Surely there are many things that univer-
sities can, and in fact do, do to contribute to the quality of life in
their own towns and cities. Generally speaking, however, the uni-
versities and the university facilities do little to help the local
school systems: Universities have human and other resources
that are simply unavailable in even the best school systems:

A university that cares about the quality of elementary and
secondary education will surely look for ways to share its re-
-sources with the schools. There are dozens of ways in which this
can be done if only the. effort is made on a large enough scale.
Campus facilities such as libraries and laboratories can be made
available to selected students; and indeed thii is the most common
kind of university contribution to the schools: But much more
is possible. University faculty members can act as mentors for
talented high school students, visit the schools frequently to do
special lectures; invite classes to their laboratories, and work on
informal bases with teachers to help to improve the curriculum
and the teacher's understanding of new developments in the
field. Even without external funds, universities can provide some
in-service training for teachers on campus or in the school: Many
more imaginative ideas have been tested and found to work in
one place or another. My claim is that rarely at any given univer-
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sity have many of these techniques been used in a planned effort
to help the schools on a partnership basis.

There is one additional opportunity for community service in
education that is generally missed by university faculty mem-
bers. The day to-day policies of the public schools are determined
largely by community members who express their will through
school boards. The best way for university, scholars to have in-
fluence in the schools of America would be to participate in that
community decision-making process. More university professors
should run for offke as school board members and many more
should systematically attend school board meetings in order to
participate in discussions relating to policy issues in the schools.
It is not that university members bring superior wisdom; rather it
is that they bring special knowledge and perspectives from a par-
ticular sector of our society that should be part of the mix. Further-
more, if more university educators participated in community
affairs such as this, it would help raise the status of public educa-
tion and contribute to the ability of the system to attract better
qualified people in the future.

In all of this I do not intend to argue that universities should
change much or that they should substitute one set of goals for
another. I am only claiming that the nation's educational system
will be greatly improved to the extent that the graduate univer-
sities in the country accept more responsibility for helping to
raise the quality of elementary and secondary education.
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Comrhent: Dean C. Corrigan

It is imperative . . that new directions in teacher education and
improvement of quality programa be embedded in and consonant
With equally innovative directions in school renewal.

Even if graduate college deans were ready to make the prepara=
tion of educators the top priority in their graduate schools and
to begin in Earnest to provide higher quality teacher preparation,
I think that that would be dealing with only half of the prob-
lem. Just reforming programs in universities is not going to
be enough. The educational system will not improve merely by
changing programs of teacher education in colleges and
universities.

If we prepare teachers with the latest knowledge and skill
and then place them in work situations where they cannot use
this knoWledge and skill, we will just produce more candidates
for the drop-mit lig. The most severe problem in schools today
is being referred to as "burnout." If any of you have attended
teachers' association conferences lately, you will find that the
sessions on teacher stress and on the problems of burnout are
those that are most well-attended.

The conditions for real professional practice simply do not
exist; either physically or psychologically, for the teacher today.
The overriding goal of quality individualization and_personal-
ization of teaching and learning is not a reality in most schools.
If schools continue the Way they are, then in some ways, our
teachers are already overtrained. More intensive and sophisti-
cated initial preparatiOn, Combined with more formalized
internships, could, very easily exacerbate already existing role
conflicts unless expectations for and conditions surrounding
teachers are changed as well.

If the content, of the university preparation program for a
teacher cannot be used in the workplace of the teacher, then the
university preparation will be viewed as out-ofrtouch and obso-
lete. It is imperative, therefore, that new directions in teacher
education and imProvement of quality programs be embedded
in and consonant with equally innovative directions in school
renewal.
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I like Ernest Bayer's notion of the "school/college connec-
tion." itichard Wa .1 Lyman, former president of Stanford and
now president of the Rockefeller Foundation, just before he left
Stanford brought together his academic council and challenged
his professors, not just in the Cc,:lege of Education at Stanford
but in the various departments of the university"Our work
with the schools will not be effective unless, to use a phrase
beloved by the Quakers, it speaks to the condition of the schools,
the actual condition that is, and not to some idealized form that
may exist in the minds of sheltered university faculty members
but is unattainable in the real world of the teacher. The real
world today is perceived as less than attractive by many of the
teachers who are in the profession and many of the students
who are looking at alternative careers.

"The reaF,on that the dividing line between schools and uni-
versities in this country often seems to be more like a grand
canyon than a grade crossing, is because school teachers and
university scholars seem to have so little sense of being involved
in a common enterprise."

What is really needed is for those of us who are educators all
along the continuum to see ourselves as professionals partici-
1::iting in the same system the educational system, working
in different parts of it, but being important links in terms of its
total quality.

The major universities feel the impact of effective or ineffec-
tive performance on the part of schools quite directly in many
respects. On the other hand, universities bear some responsi-
bility for the state of affairs in the schools, whatever that state
may be.

If we want the schools to recover some of their lost luster and
to. do a better job, we'd better start pitching in to help.'If our
health and our access to fossil fuels are worth the intensity of

. the research efforts that we seem to be declaring they are, surely
the way we introduce children to the disciplined use of their
minds is likewise worthy of attention. The students we help, at
least some of them, will be our own someday, so everyone in this
room, it seems to me, has some investment in dealing with
these kinds of problems.

Now, I would like to say a word about conditions for profes-
sional practice. I understand that Secretary Bell talked about
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some of the conditions schools face in terms of teacher quality
today. Let me mention a few other facts, in case he did not.

What exists, it seems to me, is a situation where the society's
expectations for teachers continue to expand, while at the same
time, the people who, are coming into the profession fall far short
of being the best and most capable students.

The data that Timothy Weaver haS put together is devastat-
ing. In 1980, SAT scores of high schOol seniors who planned to
major in education were 48 points below the national average in

math and 35 points below the national average in the verbal
component. The college seniors in 1976 majoring in education
ranked 14 out of 16 in terms of college specialties in verbal mea-.
sures and next to last in math scores.

I think Joe Cronin of Illinois makes the most realistic explana-
tion of this situation when he says; "The nation is getting exactly
what it's paying for The bottom one-third of the college popu-
lation _is_ seeking positions which pay salarieS in the bottom
one-third of the economy." Non-competitiVe salarieS is the
basic cause of the teacher shortage.

You may not all be aware of the extent of the shortage of qual-
ity teachers which I believe threatens the intellectual future of
America. Today; there are half is many students enrolled in
teacher education programs in the United States as in 1971. At
the same time, there's been a simultaneouS flight from teach-
ing of large numbers of teachers hired in the late 1950'S to accom-
modate the pot=War baby boom; Changes in the employment
opportunitieS for women in other fields coupled with the in-
creasing number of female teachers who are heads of families
has meant that many Women have moved out of teaching to
secure reasonable salarieS. The inability of male and female
teachers alike to survive as head§ of households on their sal-
aries has caused a problem.

Many people are relying on data that suggest that there's
this tremendous pool of people out there who are ready to come
back into teaching. An Overlooked factor is that the age group
from which teachers traditionallY are drawn will decrease by
25 percent during the next decade. ThiS will force education to
compete with other programs within the university.

Another devastating fact was revealed in a January 1981
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issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, which reported the
results of a poll that is taker every year of the freshmen on
various campuses to indicate career preferences. In 1971, 40
percent of the undergraduates in the 2,400 institutions indicated
a preference for teaching. Last year, the number of students
indicating a preference for teaching was less than five percent.

A number of black teacher educators have noted the potential
impact of the current rejection of teachers as a career on the
staffing patterns in urban schools. The problem in terms of
the decline in the number of black teacher candidates is even
worse than the problem in terms of the numbers of white
teachers. The enrollment_ data of the black colleges reveal a sim-
ilar pattern to that at Hampton Institute. Five years ago; the
College of Education was the largest college on the campus of
Hampton Institute; it's now the smallest.

If we want the schools to recover some of their lost luster and to
do a better job; we'd better start pitching in to help,

The shortage of teacher education graduates in many parts of
the country is already at the crisis stage. In Texas; for instance,
the enrollment in the last four years in colleges of education
went from 16;000 to 12,000, even though the numbers of students
in the schools increased very dramatically and will continue
to increase at a greater rate due to a rapid increase :n the live
birth rate as well as immigration of young families with chili
dren. The average age of people moving into Texas is 27 years
old, parents in their childbearing years. By 1984, there will be a
need for 985 new first-grade teachers to cover just the increases
in enrollments.

In the face of this shortage the data on teacher salaries in Texas
is most interesting. According to a recent study by a group of
professors at Sam Houston State College, after 11 years of teach-
ing in Texas, you can expect to make $14,000 a year. In contrast
you can graduate as a petroleum engineering student after four
years of college and make $25,000 to $35,000 your first year on
the job.
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The conditions for professional teachers; it seems to me, is a
subject that everyone in this room and everywhere in thi.. country
had better become concerned about. If we do not have good
teachers; we are not going to have _good doctors, good engineers;
good lawyers, or good musicians. That is the most vivid truth,
and everybody I've ever talked with has agreed with that. Yet
it's not_ reflected in the reward system.

The Sam HouSton study also identified the number of teachers
who moonlight in order to survive. Teachers have to moonlight
at least 13.5 hours a week while they're teaching; and they all
have to work in the summer. And do you know what the data
show? The total amount of money they make moonlighting is a
little over $2,000, which is a reflection of the kind of jobs they get.
The image the public has is still of the feacher who teaches for
ten months and plays for two. Teachers not only have to work
while schools are recessed; but the kind of jobs they can f;et do
not utilize their special skills. Here are college-educated people
whose only job optiona for their summer stu t are store-clerk-
ing, hamburger-trying and truck=driving. These are the people
in whom we invest the future of this country.

Let me close by just mentioning three or four things I think
that deans of graduate education and deans of other colleges
in the university can do.

I think it's more important to talk about the ends than the means
of this crisis. If we committed ourselves to quality in teaching
and teacher education as a problem for the country, not just our
colleges but for the country, we would do something tomorrow.
It's a question of values that will determine how much time we
give to this problem and its solutions.

Firat, I'd like to recommend that we we :k together to estab-
lish a series of merit-based fellowsnip/scholarship programs to
attract the most cc gable high school graduates into teacher edu=
cation. This program would stimulate the expansion and en-
hancement of talent with respect to teachers and would be anal-
ogous to the capitation grants provided the medical schools when
there was a shortage of doctora. Criteria for the identification
of Such talented students in institutions that might qualify
would be approached deliberately. SuCh an effort would be but-
tressed not only with rigorous standards but also with rigorous
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and explicit provisions. for recruitment of talented ethnic
minorities.

Attached to giving such support for talented prospective
teachers would be the willingness, indeed the obligation, of par-
ticipating educational institutions to provide rigorous, realistic,
and rational teacher preparation programs characterized by
defensible and sturdy academic standards.

Not wishing to send talented prospective teachers to programs
of low intellectual stimulation but to force judgments regard-
ing program and institutional quality, the capitation grants
referred to earlier could be used to stimulate needed shifts in the
desired direction of defensible academic standards and relation-
ships. If institutions had to demonstrate stibjeo.t matter com-
petence as well as ongoing research development activity, with
solid and cooperative linkages to schools, in order to qualify for
capitation grant participation; the two-pronged approach could
be melded together into a unified and complementary effort.

Once high quality teacher education programs came to be
identified and rewarded, it would enable us to demonstrate
clearly and obviously to our public school communities and to
the public generally that recipients of quality programs have
high level teaching and subject matter skills and knowledge.
Such a program could ultimately have a decided impact
on state certification programs and state program approval
requirements.

I would also call for a forgiveness provision to be built into
student loan programs for outstanding students who would
commit themselves to two years of teaching after completing
their requirements;

I'd also propose that we provide incentives and support for
the kind of research and development that links schools seeking
to improve, with colleges of education and universities willing
to break out of obsolete patterns of preparation. Such pro-
grams should give serious consideration to the need for build=
ing comprehensive professional development programs for
teaching personnel through such methods as cooperative
teacher education centers.

Most of all; I urge that substantial support be given to schools
and colleges seeking to redesign the entire learning environ-
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ment of schools from the curriculum through the structure of
the school through completely new inquiry approaches.

I also believe that we've got to get every state to commit at
least ten percent of the block grant funds in the Consolidation
Act of 1981 to staff development prog-rams. Thirty-three of those
categorical programs included acme staff development money.
Right now those monies are going through the block grant pro-
grams in the various states; and there is no way at the present
time to put some of that funding into improving the quality of
teacher education.

I also believe we ought to eliminate emergency certificates as
they now exist. Let me tell you what's happening in Texas,
Arizona, and a couple other, states. You've got a State Board of
Education that's lust _set up a Commission for Professional
Standards, right? They've juat passed a regulationand this is
true in at least 19 states in the countryto have every student
entering teacher education take a competency teat at the be-
ginning and at the end to ensure competence in the basic skills.

That same State Board turns around a few meetings after-
wards and passes a resolution that allows the local school dis-
trict superintendent to hire on an emergency certificate basis,
anybody who walks off the _street who is 18 years old and has
taken 90 hours of college credit.

What we've got to do is begin to get State Boards of Education
and local superintendents to take some of the responsibility for
the quality queation. It can't all be laid on the universities.

Two or three years from now you're going to find some fellow
writing another article saying, "Those damn colleges of educa-
tion and universities are Putting out poorly prepared people:"
Unless we spread out accountability for quality control and in-
clude school superintendents as well as deans in universities,
we're not going to solve this problem of qUalit3- Instead of raising
the salaries in local districts; what is happening is that the
diatricta are hiring unqualified and incompetent people to teach

,
their children: -

-

In Arizona, in the past two years of experience with teacher
competency tests they dropped eight percent of the students who
would have come into the teacher preparation programs; and the
increase in the number of emergency certificates they issued to
people who were totally unqualified was twelve.percent. In addi-
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tion, they've raised the size of classes and are dropping 'some
of their programs. -

Until we can get a commitment of the total profession to see
itself in a common enterprise With that first and second grade
teacher, we're not going to have improvement of quality at the
graduate level, because quality at one end of the system is in-
extricably linked with the other end of the system.

Comment: Gregory R. Anrig

The research is good, bat we don't communicate ii well:

First, let me say that in what will be my brief femarks, I'm not
speaking for ETS, I've only been there, three months. If I had ,

V.; speak for ETS on this subject, I wouldn't know what to say.
Instead I'll speak as a consumer, both as a student at graduate
school and as an employer of-your graduate.

With regard to the question, is graduate education filling its
responsibility to the schools, I feel like the "fiddler on the roof."
On the one hand, but on the other hand. Or as we say at ETS,
"yes, no, maybe; or none of the above," The correct answer is
"D;" I think, until some student.in Florida finds out otherwise.

I have looked forward all day to giving a report card to deans
of graduate schools, and I'm going to do that but put your mind
at ease. I'm reallva fairly light marker. I hada young lady in
junior high school where I taught. Every time I assigned_a pro-
ject to her, regardless of what I asked for, I got back an Indian
anda canoe! Somehow for that kid, I always found a way to
give her a D-minus or something; so she got through. I don't
know what she's doing now I guess she's at Princeton.

Not at ETS, though.
To answer the question about are you fulfilling' the respon-

sibility,. I would ask ariother question. What are the responsi-
bilities? One' of them, I believe, is dearly to provide standards
of quality in the preparation of teachers, counselors and
adminiStrators.
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Now the report card. Easy marker that I am, my report card
for graduate schools in that particular responsibility iS "below
average to average." The standards largely; in fad, are the sum
Of the gradca of the courses taken by the individual students,
rather than any overall assessment of what the professional
performance requires.

I'm a perpetual optimist. (After 25 years in government; you
have to be or you don't survive.)_ I look at the current time of cut-
backs as an opportunity; painful opportunitY, but nonetheless
an opportunity. When you take a look at the job market and
what's happening to university budgets; it's clear that teacher
and adminiStrator preparation programs will have to be cut
back. This is an instance where less is best. And I think what
would be important to db iS to tie that challenge, that need;
that problem to raising standarda, not to lowering them.

I know this goes against the understandable selfinterest of
gtaduate schools; particularly graduate schools of educatiOn
and their faculties, but I would suggest that you do what the
Office of Management and Budget does in government. Eaeli
year it tells each agency, youchave a mark It's called an OMB
mark; It's an amount of money over which you cannot go. I
would suggest you do that for your teacher and administrator
preparation programs; Say there is the mark; it's lower. Now
set some standards within that mark and don't take in Some
people in order to meet that reduction.

I would Suggest that some of your schools establish Horace
Mann fellowships. There should be fellows that you would be
willing to stake your reputation on. Admit fewer; but make them
really good; Give them a good program. Stake your reputation
on them: Then your report card for standards of quality in
preparation will go up: As a good teacher, I always tell you
what you can do to improve.

Second, the element of support for schools. Your report card
on that: I'm Sorry to have to tell you that you get an "incom-
plete" because You're absent a lot; but there's some promise when
you are in attendanCe. Universities and colleges generally use
the schools for research and internships. In exchange for that
use, you occasionally offer tuition waivers or partial tuition
waivers or a thank you, or "I'll see you later."
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Generally the schools benefit to some degree from that rela-
tionship but not an awful lot. That is changing, and it's chang-
ing from some of the most prestigious institutions in the country.
I point out that Harvard Dean Graham's School of Education
has committed itself to a priority for school leadership. President
Donald Kennedy; the other day; announced what I thought
was quite a clarion call at Stanford; university-wide, for the
schools. I think those are encouraging signs. All of us might
think of joining such movements.

In Massachusetts, in Boston, there are 24 colleges and uni-
versities that are paired with individual schools and have been
for the last six years. They are really trying to do a job for those
schools. I think there are some good stories outthere, not only
in Boston but in other cities; of the success of universities and
colleges linking up with individual schools.

The fourth element, research on teaching and learning. The
report card: "average to above average, and in some cases
excellent." There is some research which has been very help-
ful; particularly the most recent research on effective schools,
but generally it is not communicated well to the school and
classroom level So the research is good, but we don't commu-
nicate it well. We need to do a better job in that area.

Not enough attention is being paid to what is being learned
in other countries. If we took a look at how the brightest children
in the United States do compared to the brightest children in
the industrialized nations of Europe and industrialized Asia,
you-might suspect that the verdict would be a negative one: It
is not; it's positive: I think we need to find out more about how
we are doing compared to other nations which are industrialized,
advanced;flations as we are, so we get a little bit of the American
spirit back again. We're not quite as bad off as we might guess.

Another point with regard to research and leirning is that
we're hearing too much from sociologists. We ought to -put a cap
on that! Let's hear more from historians and philosophers. The
reason I suggest that is not because of my good friends Jim
Coleman and Sandy Jencks, but rather because there's a need
to remind society in this day and age of the original purpose
of public education and of the common school in a democracy
such as we profess to have here in the United States. That re-
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minder needs to be done and done and done and done, so when
the tax cutters come along, they have to do it in that context,
rather than simply in the context of the propefty tax. I think if
we remind people of what schooling is abOiit, we will have more
support, both politically and in the general public.

FiiiallY, the element of the in-service education. Report card:
"below average to average." There's a great need there. We
have very few new teachers coming into the system. The staff
is getting more and more experienced, and. further and further
away from their past education. The probleiri§ facing them are
very real and they do need help; In fact, theY need so much help
that they are not turning to colleges and universities any more
because of disappointment. Rather, they are turning to their
associations becatiSe the associations are more likely to address
the problems on the terms which they Want.

This kind of training is adult education. We're not talking
about kids here; We're talking about eXPerienced, Well=educated
professionals. The education offered has CO be based an mutual
respect and involvement.

For thii§e of you in public institutions; the only way you're
going to be able to work ih=aertrice education is to liCk the issue
of the full-time. equivalent. I think that can be licked. I think
you can translate off-campus service into full -time equivalent
hours and charge school districts the legitimate FTE tuition
costs for that. People tell me it can't be &he, but my hero is
the paramecium, and I belieVe it can be done.

Recommendations: First, recognize the _self-interest of grad-
uate education in elementary and secondary education. Your
student§ today, tomorrow and the day after are the students
who were in the elementary and secondary schools, and they're
going to come to you or not come to you on the basis of that
elementary and secondary experience. You do have an interest
in them

Second, if you are going to try to help the schools, think small
and then do it well. I'm always nervous about the assistant
preeSSor who comes in and tells me he's going to refdini the
Boston public schools this term.

We don't need that kind of help, just a little modest WO
constant; consistent, well=deliVeted. I'd be happy with that
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Don't try to reform the world; just take care of one little task.
Miracles are not realistic; either for the university or for the
schools. And they're not expected.

Third, draw upon your strengths as an institution and don't
assume those strengths are limited to your schools of educa-
tion. When I was once a superintendent in a college community,
the history department of the high school and the history fac-
ulty of the college used to go over to the faculty club, drink beer
and talk history: It was wonderful: It's nice to be able to ,talk
about something other than techniques or procedures. They just
talked about history or math and science. That's what teachers
are interested in. I'd like to see faculties do more of that sort
Of thing.

[In-service] training is adult education. We're not talking about
kids here. We're talking about experienced, well:educated pro:
fesszonals. The education offered has to be based on mutual
respect and involvement.

Fourth, seek answers to tomorrow's problems of teaching and
learning. The schools, for better or worse, have to deal with
today's tasks, but they don't have the time or resources to deal
with tomorrow's questions. That's where you can help and what
you're designed to do to begin with, at least in part.

Finally, I would urge you to subject 'he research of some of
the critics of the schools to harsher reviesv on scholarly stan-
dards, and then speak out on the basis of that review, because
the critics are certainly speaking out It would be nice to have
someone else say "That's -a bunch of not very good academic
work."

I hope you share with your families the report card of grad-
uate education; your grades would be passing at the under-
graduate level but they wouldn't earn you a graduate degree.
As the dean said to the promising student, "You have talent,
but you need to do better."
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Closing Comment by Ernest L. Boyer

I think the central message of the session has been to highlight
a basic social problem that inevitably impinges on College§ and
universities. Schooling in this country is in trouble, and that
will affect us professionally as well as individually.

One extremely complicated issue that, while not primarily
in the university domain, does get us close to the nub of the
problem being discussed today, is the status of teachers and
teaching, especially concerning rewards and remuneration.

I think when one advises students that teaching may not be
their beat career choice, that's not simply a matter of building
prejudice. It's a reflection of realities that we regret but that
are nonetheless there. So we kid ourselves if we try to gloss over
what is really a very important fact regarding the support and
the financing of teaching in this country.

As you may know; the Carnegie Foundation is working on a
report on secondary schools. It's very clear that the heart of
the matter has to do with teachers. It's an institutional Prob:
lem, but in a broader sense, it's a social problem too.

All one can do is to try to touch the variety of places where
decisions about teachera are being made. Only a few of those
are on the college campus. That's the second conclusion that
I think we need to candidly address.

Third, to what extent does the structure called the graduate
school have a direct responsibility for schools and teachers?
Well, honesty requires me to say I think thatexcept for schools
of education=-We have very little direct responsibility. I am
talking now of organization and structure; I am not talking
of attitude.

I do however think that graduate deans in the arts and sci-
ences carry great prestige and stature. They speak_ for the dis-
cipline§ that historically have had clout. That's as it §hbuld be.

I think that the arts and sciences colleges do haVe an Align=
tion to help wrestle with the quality of education and to use their
influence to support the schools.

I also think that the university itself should honor the
teaching profession. I was struck that a distinguished univer-
sity, regularly awards an honorary degree to a teacher each
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year: After they have honored a retired general and a well-
heeled philanthropist, they give recognition to a distinguished
teacher. I mention that, only illustratively, of course, of what
universities might do to stengthen teaching.

Finally, I wonder whether graduate faculties might not be
drawn together on policy questions dealing with education.
Perhaps the arts and sciencesto the extent that we cross dis-
cipline lines on policy issuesmight think of themselves as a
resource to the schools.

Simply stated, I think that the quality of the schools is not
necessarily at the top of the graduate school administrative
agenda, but in terms of influence and Interdisciplinary actions
I believe that there is a potent strategic role for our univer-
sities to play.
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